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A CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR
THE FOURIER TRANSFORM: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
DOMINIQUE MALDAGUE
Abstract. Among functions f majorized by indicator functions 1E , which functions
have maximal ratio } pf}q{|E|1{p? We establish a quantitative answer to this question for
exponents q sufficiently close to even integers, building on previous work proving the
existence of such maximizers.
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1. Introduction
Define the Fourier transform as Fpfqpξq “ pfpξq “ ş
Rd
e´2πix¨ξfpxqdx for a function
f : Rd Ñ C. The Fourier transform is a contraction from L1pRdq to L8pRdq and is unitary
on L2pRdq. Interpolation gives the Hausdorff-Young inequality } pf}q ď }f}p where p P p1, 2q,
1 “ 1
p
` 1
q
. In [2], Beckner proved the sharp Hausdorff-Young inequality
} pf}q ď Cdq}f}p(1.1)
where Cq “ p1{2pq´1{2q. In 1990, Lieb proved that Gaussians are the only maximizers of
(1.1), meaning that } pf}q{}f}p “ Cdq if and only if f “ c expp´Qpx, xq ` v ¨ xq where Q is
a positive definite real quadratic form, v P Cd and c P C. In 2014, Christ established a
sharpened Hausdorff-Young inequality by bounding } pf}q ´Cdp}f}p by a negative multiple
of an Lp distance function squared of f to the Gaussians.
Date: June 1, 2017.
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In [14], Christ proved the existence of maximizers for the ratio }x1E}q{|E|1{p where E Ă Rd
is a positive Lebesgue measure set. For d ě 1, q P p2,8q, and p “ q1, define
Aq,d :“ sup
|E|ă8
}x1E}q
|E|1{p
where the supremum is taken over Lebesgue measurable subsets of Rd of finite measure.
Building on the work of Burchard in [7], Christ identified maximizing sets to be ellipsoids
for exponents q ě 4 sufficiently close to even integers [14].
Another variant of the Hausdorff-Young inequality replaces indicator functions by bounded
multiples and modifies the functional as follows. For d ě 1, q P p2,8q, and p “ q1, we con-
sider the inequality
(1.2) } pf}q ď Bq,d|E|1{p
and define the quantities
ΨqpEq :“ sup
|f |ăE
} pf}q
}1E}p(1.3)
Bq,d :“ sup
E
ΨqpEq(1.4)
where |f | ă E means |f | ď 1E and the supremum is taken over all Lebesgue measurable
sets E Ă Rd with positive, finite Lebesgue measures. This quantity Bq,d is less than Cdp by
their definitions and [14]. The supremum (1.4) is equal to
sup
fPLpp,1q
} pf}q
}f}L where }f}L “ inft}a}ℓ1 : |f | “
ÿ
n
an|En|´1{p1En , an ą 0, |En| ă 8u.
See a discussion of this equivalence in §2 of [32]. Lorentz spaces are a result of real
interpolation between Lp spaces. Since the quasinorm } ¨ }L induces the standard topology
on the Lorentz space Lpp, 1q, this is a natural quantity to study. The existence of f ă E such
that Bq,d “ } pf}q{|E|1{p was established by this author in [32] using additive combinatorial
techniques from Christ [13, 14].
In this paper, we prove Bq,d “ Aq,d, identify the maximizers, and prove a quantitative
stability result for the inequality
} pf}q ď Bq,d|E|1{p(1.5)
when q is near an even integer m ě 4. We refer the reader to [13] for a discussion of
quantitative stability results in analysis. We define some notation in order to state our
main theorem. Let E denote the set of ellipsoids in Rd. Let A∆B denote the symmetric
difference pAzBq Y pBzAq. For any Lebesgue measurable subset E Ă Rd with |E| P p0,8q,
define
distpE,Eq :“ inf
EPE
|E∆E|
|E|(1.6)
where the inf is taken over all ellipsoids satisfying |E | “ |E|. Let L denote the set of affine
functions L : Rd Ñ R. For eig P L2pEq with g real-valued, define
distEpeig,Lq :“ inf
LPL
}eig ´ eiL}L2pEq.(1.7)
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Theorem 1.1. Let d ě 1. For each even integer m P t4, 6, 8, . . .u there exists δpmq ą 0
such that the following conclusions hold for all exponents satisfying |q´m| ď δpmq. Firstly,
if E Ă Rd is a Lebesgue measurable set of finite measure, and f, g are real-valued functions
with 0 ď f ď 1, then
Bq,d “ }{feig1E}q{|E|1{p
if and only if feig1E “ eiL1E , where L P L and E P E. Secondly, there exists cq,d ą 0 such
that for every set E Ă Rd with |E| “ 1, and all f, g real-valued functions with 0 ď f ď 1,
}{feig1E}qq ď Bqq,d ´ cq,d “}f ´ 1}L1pEq ` distEpeig,Lq2 ` distpE,Eq2‰ .(1.8)
This theorem refines (1.5) by majorizing } pf}q{|E|1{p ´ Bq,d by a negative function of
a distance of pf,Eq to the set of maximizers (or extremizers) of (1.5). The optimality of
the L1 norm and exponent 1 in }f ´ 1}L1pEq as well as the L2 norm and exponent 2 in
distEpeig,Lq2 from (1.8) is proved in Lemma 5.2 and §8.1 respectively. The optimality of
the exponent 2 of distpE,Eq2 is addressed in [14].
We rely on the hypothesis that q is near an even integerm ě 4 to identify maximizers. For
q P p2,8q not near an even integer, it is not known which sets E maximize }x1E}q{|E|1{p.
Furthermore, if q “ 2m for Z Q m ě 2, then for any |f | ď 1E where E is a Lebesgue
measurable set and |E| P p0,8q, we have the inequality
} pf}qq “ }f ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f}22 ď }1E ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1E}22 “ }x1E}qq(1.9)
where the convolution products are m-fold. The failure of } pf}q ď }x|f |}q for general f P Lq1
was shown for q “ 3 by Hardy and Littlewood and for all other exponents not in t2, 4, 6, . . .u
by Boas [5]. Thus it is not obvious that Bq,d “ Aq,d. By Theorem 1.1, ellipsoids are among
maximizers for certain exponents q, so the following corollary is an immediate consequence.
Corollary 1.2. Let d ě 1. For each even integer m P t4, 6, 8, . . .u there exists δpmq ą 0
such that if |q ´m| ď δpmq, then Bq,d “ Aq,d.
The term }x1E}qq in (1.9) was analyzed by Christ in [14]. We state his main result con-
cerning }x1E}qq in Theorem 1.3 below.
Theorem 1.3. [14] Let d ě 1. For each even integer m P t4, 6, 8, . . .u there exists δpmq ą 0
such that the following three conclusions hold for all exponents satisfying |q ´m| ď δpmq.
Let p be the conjugate exponent to q. Firstly,
Aq,d “ }x1E}q{|E|1{p for any E P E.
Secondly, ellipsoids are the only extremizers; for any Lebesgue measurable set E Ă Rd, with
0 ă |E| ă 8, ΦqpEq “ Aq,d if and only if E is an ellipsoid. Thirdly, there exists c˜q,d ą 0
such that for every set E Ă Rd with |E| “ 1,
}x1E}qq ď Aqq,d ´ c˜q,ddistpE,Eq2.(1.10)
Suppose that q ě 4 is an even integer. It is immediate from (1.9) that Aq,d “ Bq,d. Since
for |f | ď 1E ,
} pf}q
|E|1{p “
} {eiLf ˝ ϕ}q
|ϕ´1pEq|1{p
for all affine transformations ϕ : Rd Ñ Rd and L P L, we can also say that functions of
the form eiL1E where L P L and E P E are among the extremizers for (1.5). Establishing
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(1.8) would then show that they are the only extremizers. Christ’s result in (1.10) plus the
inequality in (1.9) will provide the starting point for our proof of (1.8).
A general approach to proving stability results like (1.8) for 4 ď q P 2N is as follows.
Definition 1.1. For δ a small positive constant, we say that |f | ď 1E is a δ near extremizer
of (1.5), or just a near extremizer, if p1´ δqBqq,d|E|q{p ď } pf}qq.
If |E| “ 1, f, g are real-valued functions with 0 ď f ď 1, and feig1E is NOT a δ near
extremizer of (1.5), then
}{feig1E}qq ď Bqq,dp1´ δq ď Bqq,d ´ δ9Bqq,d “}f ´ 1}L1pEq ` distEpeig,Lq2 ` distpE,Eq2‰
since }f ´ 1}L1pEq ď 1, distEpeig,Lq2 ď 4, and distpE,Eq ď 4. Thus in the case that feig1E
is not a δ near extremizer, (1.8) is trivially satisfied with cq,d “ δ9Bqq,d.
Now assume that feig1E is a δ near extremizer. From (1.9) and (1.10) for 4 ď q P 2N,
we can immediately say that
c˜q,ddistpE,Eq2 ď δBq,d.
By precomposing feig1E with an appropriate affine transformation, we can assume that
|E∆B|2 is bounded by a constant multiple of δ. We work more to prove that f must be
close to 1 and eig close to eiL for some L P L in §3.
Let B denote the d-dimensional unit ball. In the case that feig´iL1E is close to 1B, we
will be able to control the error in a Taylor expansion of } {feig´iL1E}qq about }x1B}qq which
is developed in §4. To simplify the Taylor expansion analysis, we treat the special case of
E “ B for near-even integer exponents q in §6.
In §3.1, we generalize the previous discussion to 3 ď q near even integers using the
equicontinuity of the functional
q ÞÑ } pf}q
on q P p2,8q where |f | ď 1E , E a Lebesgue measurable set with |E| ă 8. Finally, for
real valued functions f and g with 0 ď f ď 1 and a Lebesgue measurable set E Ă Rd of
finite measure, we prove (1.8) for near extremizers in three cases: (1) majority modulus f
variation, (2) majority support E variation, and (3) mostly frequency g variation, which
we address in Proposition 5.1, Proposition 7.1, and Proposition 8.1 respectively.
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation Grad-
uate Research Fellowship under Grant No. DGE 1106400.
2. Equicontinuity of q ÞÑ }yf1E}q for |E| “ 1.
The following equicontinuity result for the optimal constant Bq,d as a function of q will
be used to make a perturbative argument generalizing bounds for one exponent to nearby
exponents.
Lemma 2.1. Let d ě 1 and r P p2,8q. As f1E varies over all subsets satisfying |E| “ 1
and functions satisfying |f | ď 1, the functions q ÞÑ }yf1E}q form an equicontinuous family
of functions of q on any compact subset of p2,8q.
Proof. This follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 from [14] with f1E in place of 1E . 
An immediate consequence of the equicontinuity lemma is the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. For each mapping d ě 1, the mapping p2,8q Q q ÞÑ Bq,d P R` is continu-
ous.
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The following corollary and lemma will be used in §3.1 to outline the strategy of the
proof of Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 2.3. Let d ě 1 and q ě 4 be an even integer with conjugate exponent p. Let
δ ą 0, E be a Lebesgue measurable subset of Rd, and f : Rd Ñ C satisfy |f | ď 1. Let q ą 2
with conjugate exponent p. If
}yf1E}qq{|E|q{p ě Bqq,d ´ δ,
then
}yf1E}qq{|E|q{p ě Bqq,d ´ oq´qp1q ´ δ
where oq´qp1q is a function which tends to zero as |q ´ q| goes to zero.
Proof. Since Ψq is invariant under dilations, it suffices to consider when |E| “ 1. Then the
conclusion follows from the preceding Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2.

The purpose of the following lemma is to confirm that Theorem 1.1 is trivial unless
}{feig1E}qq is close to Bqq,d.
Lemma 2.4. Let d ě 1 and q ě 2 with conjugate exponent p. Let 0 ă δ ă 1, let E Ă Rd be
a Lebesgue measurable set with |E| “ 1 and let f, g be real-valued functions with 0 ď f ď 1.
If
}{feig1E}qq ď Bqq,d ´ δ,
then
}{feig1E}qq ď Bqq,d ´ δ6
„
}f ´ 1}L1pEq ` inf
LPL
}eig ´ eiL}2L2pEq ` distpE,Eq2

.
Proof. It suffices to note the following inequalities.
}f ´ 1}L1pEq ď 2|E| ď 2
inf
LPL
}eig ´ eiL}L2pEq ď }eig ´ 1}L2pEq ď 2|E|1{2 ď 2
distpE,Eq ď |E∆λB||E| ď 2,
where we define λ by |λB| “ 1, where B denotes the unit ball in Rd.

3. Structure of near-extremizers of the form feig1E for q “ 2m.
In this section, let f be a real valued function with 0 ď fpxq ď 1 a.e., let g be a real valued
function, and let E Ă Rd be a Lebesgue measurable set. Recall that for even integers q, we
know that }x1B}q{|B|1{p “ Bq,d. We carefully unpackage the structure of near-extremizers
of (1.5) of the form feig1E for even q. By proving that (possibly after composition with an
affine function) eig must be close to a multiple of a character and that }f ´ 1}1 and |E∆B|
must be small, we guarantee that a Taylor expansion of }{feig1E}qq about }x1B}qq will have an
error that we can control (see §4).
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Since q is even, we can write }{feig1E}qq as anm-fold convolution product using Plancherel’s
theorem:
}
Ź
feig1E}2m2m “
ż
E2m´1
fpx1q ¨ ¨ ¨ fpxmqfpy2q ¨ ¨ ¨ fpymqfpLpx, yqqˆ(3.1)
cospgpx1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gpxmq ´ gpy2q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ gpymq ´ gpLpx, yqqq1E pLpx, yqqdxdy
where x “ px1, . . . , xmq P Rmd, y “ py2, . . . , ymq P Rpm´1qd, and Lpx, yq “ x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xm ´
y2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ym. From this expression, it is clear that
}{feig1E}q ď }x1E}q(3.2)
}{feig1E}q ď }yf1E}q(3.3)
}{feig1E}q ď }{eigf1E}q.(3.4)
If p1´ δqBq,d|E|1{p ď }{feig1E}q, then by (3.2),
p1´ δqAq,d|E|1{p ď }x1E}q
where Aq,d “ supE }
x1E}q
|E|1{p
and equals Bq,d since q is even. By Christ’s Theorem 2.6 in [14],
conclude that
|T´1pEq∆B| ď 2distpE,Eq ď Opδ1{2q
where T P AffpRdq is an affine automorphism of Rd and the big-O depends on dimension
and is uniform for q in a compact subset of p3,8q.
Replacing our near-extremizer feig1E by f ˝Teig˝T 1E ˝T , we may assume that |E∆B| ď
Opδ1{2q.
Define a measurable function f0 : R
d Ñ r0, 1s by f0 “ f1EXB ` 1BzE . Note that
}yf1E}q ď }zf01B}q ` }yf1E ´zf01B}q ď }zf01B}q ` }f1EzB ´ 1BzE}p
ď }zf01B}q ` |E∆B|1{p ď }zf01B}q `Opδ1{2pq.(3.5)
In the following lemma, we consider }zf01B}q.
Lemma 3.1. Let d ě 1 and let q ě 4 be an even integer with conjugate exponent p. Then
}yf1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ c}f ´ 1}L1pBq
where c “ infBKq ą 0.
Proof. Letting q “ 2m, we have
}yf1B}2m2m “}x1B}2m2m ` }yf1B}2m2m ´ }x1B}2m2m
“ }x1B}2m2m ` xf1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f1B, f1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f1By ´ x1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1B, 1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1By
ď }x1B}2m2m ` xf1B ˚ 1B ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1B, 1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1By ´ x1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1B, 1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1By
“ }x1B}2m2m ` xpf ´ 1q1B,Kqy
ď }x1B}2m2m ´ c}f ´ 1}L1pBq
where each convolution product has m factors, xKq “ x1B|q´2x1B and we used that Kq ą 0 on
B. 
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Combine (3.5) with Lemma 3.1 to reason that if feig1E is a near-extremizer and |E∆B| ď
Opδ1{2q, then
}f ´ 1}L1pEq ď }f0 ´ 1}L1pBq ` 2|E∆B| ď Opδ1{2pq.
Now define g0 : R
d Ñ R by g0 “ 1EXBg. Then
}{feig1E}q ď }{eig01B}q ` }eig1E ´ eig01B}p ` }pf ´ 1q1E}p
ď }{eig01B}q ` |E∆B|1{p ` }pf ´ 1q1E}1{p1
“ }{eig01B}q `Opδ1{2p2q.
Thus it remains to understand the case in which eig01B is a near extremizer. The naive
approach used to understand f1B in Lemma 3.1 breaks down when considering e
ig1B since
an expression with g appears within the argument of the cosine in (3.1). One tool we have
at our disposal is the following Proposition 8.2 of Christ from [12], stated here for the
reader’s convenience.
Lemma 3.2. For each dimension d ě 1 there exists a constant K ă 8 with the following
property. Let B Ă Rd be a ball centerof positive radius, and let η P p0, 1
2
s, and let δ ą 0 be
sufficiently small. For j P t1, 2, 3u, let fj : 2B Ñ C be Lebesgue measurable functions that
vanish only on sets of Lebesgue measure zero. Suppose that
|tpx, yq P B2 : |f1pxqf2pyqf3px` yq´1 ´ 1| ą ηu| ă δ|B|2.
Then for each index j there exists an affine function Ljn : R
d Ñ C such that
|tx P B : |fjpxqe´Lj pxq ´ 1| ą Kη1{Ku| ď Kδ|B|.
We will use this lemma in order to obtain structure for g, as described in the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let d ě 1 and let q ě 4 be an even integer with conjugate exponent p.
There exist positive constants K˜ δ0 ą 0, depending only on d, with the following property.
Suppose that p1´ δqBq,d|B|1{p ď }eig1B}q for δ ď δ0 and g real-valued. Then there exists an
affine function L1 : R
d Ñ R such thatż
B
|eiL1pxq´igpxq ´ 1|dx ď K˜δ1{p8K˜q.
Proof. Let q “ 2m. We use the expression
}
Ź
eig1B}qq “
ż
Bq´1
cospgpx1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gpxmq ´ gpy2q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ gpymq ´ gpLpx, yqqq1BpLpx, yqqdxdy
where x “ px1, . . . , xmq P Rmd, y “ py2, . . . , ymq P Rpm´1qd, and Lpx, yq “ x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xm ´
y2´¨ ¨ ¨ ym. Let Apx, yq “ gpx1q` ¨ ¨ ¨` gpxmq´ gpy2q´ ¨ ¨ ¨´ gpymq´ gpLpx, yqq. Since eig1B
is a near-extremizer, we have
p1´ δqBq,d|B|1{p ď }
Ź
eig1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ` }Źeig1B}qq ´ }x1B}qq
“ Bq,d ´
ż
Bq´1
| cospApx, yqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdxdy,
so
ş
Bq´1
| cospApx, yqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdxdy ď Bq,d|B|1{pδ. We use this in the following:
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ż
Bq´1
|eiApx,yq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdxdy “
ż
Bq´1
pcospApx, yqq ´ 1q2 ` psinpApx, yqqq2q1{21BpLpx, yqqdxdy
“
ż
Bq´1
?
2| cospApx, yqq ´ 1|1{21BpLpx, yqqdxdy
ď
?
2|Bq´1|1{2
ˆż
Bq´1
| cospApx, yqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdxdy
˙1{2
ď
?
2|B|pq´1q{2pBq,d|B|1{pδq1{2.
Set
δ˜ “
ż
Bq´1
|eiApx,yq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdxdy ď Cδ1{2.(3.6)
Note that sometimes we will abuse the notation L: Lpx, yq where x P Rmd, y P Rpm´1qd and
Lpx1 ` x2, x1, yq where x1, x2 P Rd, x1 P Rpm´2qd, y P Rpm´1qd mean the same thing. Define
the function α by
αpx1 ` x2, x1, yq :“ gpx3q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gpxmq ´ gpy2q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ gpymq ´ gpLpx1 ` x2, x1, yqq(3.7)
so that Apx, yq “ gpx1q`gpx2q`αpx1`x2, x1, yq for Lpx, yq P B. Define the set Sδ˜ Ă Rpq´3qd
to be
Sδ˜ :“
"
px1, yq P Bq´3 :
ż
B2
|eipgpx1q`gpx2q`αpx1`x2,x1,yqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdx1dx2 ą δ˜1{2
*
.
Using Chebyshev’s inequality in (3.6), we know that |S
δ˜
| ď δ˜1{2. Fix an px1, yq P Bq´3zS
δ˜
such that |px1, yq| ă 2 inft|pw1, zq| : pw1, zq P Bq´3zSδ˜u. Since |Sδ˜| ď δ˜1{2, there must be
some positive intersection between Bq´3zSδ˜ and the ball in Rpq´3qd centered at the origin
of radius c
´1{ppq´3qdq
pq´3qd p2δ˜q1{p2pq´3qdq, where cpq´3qd is the volume of the pq ´ 3qd-dimensional
unit ball. Thus
|px1, yq| ď 2c´1{ppq´3qdpq´3qd p2δ˜q1{p2pq´3qdq “: bpq, dqδ˜1{p2pq´3qdq .
For our fixed px1, yq, let a denote
a :“ x13 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ x1m ´ y2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ym.(3.8)
Note that
|a| ď |x13| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |x1m| ` |y2| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |ym|
ď pq ´ 3q1{2p|x13|2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |x1m|2 ` |y2|2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |ym|2q1{2
“ pq ´ 3q1{2|px1, yq|1{2 ă pq ´ 3q1{2bpq, dqδ˜1{p2pq´3qdq .
Since px1, yq R Sδ˜, we apply Chebyshev’s inequality again to get
|tpx1, x2q P B2 : |eipgpx1q`gpx2q`αpx1`x2,x1,yqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqq ą δ˜1{4u| ă δ˜1{4.(3.9)
In order to satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, we need to eliminate the indicator
function 1BpLpx, yqq from the set. We accomplish this by shrinking the size of the ball.
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Indeed let r :“ 1
2
p1 ´ |a|q. It is now clear why we chose px1, yq with nearly minimal
modulus: to make r reasonably close to 1{2. Then
|tpx1, x2q P Bprq2 : |eipgpx1q`gpx2q`αpx1`x2,x1,yqq ´ 1| ą δ˜1{4u|
ď |tpx1, x2q P B2 : |eipgpx1q`gpx2q`αpx1`x2,x1,yqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqq ą δ˜1{4u| ď δ˜1{4,
where Bprq denotes the d-dimensional ball of radius r centered at the origin. Thus the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied. The lemma guarantees the existence of an affine
function L0 : R
d Ñ C such that
|tx P Bprq : |eigpxqe´L0pxq ´ 1| ą Kδ˜1{p4Kqu| ď Kδ˜1{4r´d(3.10)
where K ą 0 depends only on the dimension. Note that there exists a constant c ą 0 such
that |eigpxqe´L0pxq ´ 1| ě c|eigpxqe´iImL0pxq ´ 1| for all x P B. Then for K 1 “ K{c, it follows
from (3.10) that
|tx P Bprq : |eigpxq´iImL0pxq ´ 1| ą K 1δ˜1{p4Kqu| ď Kδ˜1{4r´d.
Since we know that eig « eiImL0 on the majority of Bprq, we can use the set whose
measure is bounded in (3.9) to make conclusions about α on the set Bprq`Bprq (which by
the definition of α gives us information about g on Bp2rq). More precisely, we have that
|tpx1, x2q PBprq2 : |eiImL0px1`x2q`iαpx1`x2,x1,yq ´ 1| ą 4K 1δ˜1{p4Kqu| ď
|tpx1, x2q P Bprq2 : |eiImL0px1`x2q´igpx1q´igpx2q ´ 1| ą 2K 1δ˜1{p4Kqu|
` |tpx1, x2q P Bprq2 : |eipgpx1q`gpx2q`αpx1`x2,x1,yqq ´ 1| ą 2K 1δ˜1{p4Kqu|
ď 2|tpx1, x2q P Bprq2 : |eiImL0px1q´igpx1q ´ 1| ą K 1δ˜1{p4Kqu| ` δ˜1{4
ď 2cdrdKδ˜1{4r´d ` δ˜1{4p2cdK ` 1qδ˜1{4(3.11)
where cd is the volume of the d-dimensional unit ball.
Recalling the definition of α from (3.7) and a from (3.8) we write for x1, x2 P Bprq
eiImL0px1`x2q`iαpx1`x2,x
1,yq “ eiImL0px1`x2q`igpx3q`¨¨¨`igpxmq´igpy2q´¨¨¨´igpymq´igpLpx1`x2,x1,yqq
“ eiImL0px1`x2q`igpx3q`¨¨¨`igpxmq´igpy2q´¨¨¨´igpymq´igpx1`x2`aq.
Combining this expression with the bound from line (3.11), we have actually shown that
for L1 : R
d Ñ R the affine function defined by L1pwq “ ImL0pwq ´ ImL0paq ` igpx3q `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` igpxmq ´ igpy2q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ igpymq,
|tpx1, x2q P Bprq2 : |eiL1px1`x2`aq´igpx1`x2`aq ´ 1| ą 4K 1δ˜1{4u| ď p2cdK ` 1qδ˜1{4.(3.12)
Let A denote the set whose measure is bounded above in (3.12). Let E Ă Rd denote the
set
E :“ tx P Bp2rq : |eL1pw`aq´igpw`aq ´ 1| ą 4K 1δ˜1{4u.
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Writing line (3.12) in reverse order, we relate A to E as follows.
p2cdK ` 1qδ˜1{4 ě
ĳ
Bprq2
1Apx1, x2qdx1dx2
“
ĳ
Bprq2
1Epx1 ` x2qdx1dx2
“ x1Bprq ˚ 1Bprq, 1Ey
ě `inft1Bprq ˚ 1Bprqpxq : x P Bp1´ ηqu˘ |E XBp1´ ηq|.
Note that there is a dimensional constant ad ą 0 such that 1Bprq ˚ 1Bprqpxq ą adη if η ă 1
and x P Bp1´ ηq. Thus if we pick η “ δ˜1{8,
|E XBp1´ δ˜1{8q| ď a´1d p2cdK ` 1qδ˜1{8.
Putting everything together, we can now bound the L1 norm of |eiL1´ig ´ 1|:
ż
B
|eiL1pxq´igpxq ´ 1|dx “
ż
EXBp1´δ˜1{8q
|eiL1pxq´igpxq ´ 1|dx`
ż
EzBp1´δ˜1{8q
|eL1pxq´igpxq ´ 1|dx
`
ż
BzE
|eL1pxq´igpxq ´ 1|dx
ď
”
a´1d p2cdK ` 1qδ˜1{8 ` cdpd` 1qδ˜1{8
ı
p2q ` cd4K 1δ˜1{p4Kq.

Finally, we consider maximizers of the form eig1B.
Lemma 3.4. Let d ě 1. Suppose that q ě 4 is an even integer and that }zeig1B}qq “ Bq,d.
Then there exists an affine function L : Rd Ñ R such that eig “ eiL on B.
This lemma follows from a standard argument. Using the expression from (3.1), the
equality }zeig1B}q “ Bq,d “ }x1B}q leads to a functional equation. By taking smooth approx-
imations (which still satisfy the functional equation) and using derivatives, we find that eig
has the desired form.
3.1. Proof strategy for Theorem 1.1. Fix a dimension d ě 1 and an even integer q ě 4.
By Lemma 2.4, to prove Theorem 1.1, it is sufficient to find δ ą 0 and ρ ą 0 so that if
|q ´ q| ă ρ and if
}{feig1E}qq ě Bqq,d ´ δ(3.13)
where f, g are real valued with 0 ď f ď 1 and E Ă Rd is a Lebesgue measurable subset
with |E| “ 1, then
}{feig1E}qq ď Bqq,d ´ cq,d “}f ´ 1}L1pEq ` distEpeig,Lq2 ` distpE,Eq2‰ .
By Corollary 2.3, the hypothesis }{feig1E}qq ě Bqq,d ´ δ implies that
}{feig1E}qq ě Bqq,d ´ oq´qp1q ´ δ.
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If δ, ρ are sufficiently small, then by the previous section, there exists an affine au-
tomorphism T : Rd Ñ Rd so that |T´1pEq| “ |B| and |T´1pEq∆B| ď 2distpE,Eq ď
Cq,dpoq´qp1q ` δ1{2q. Let p be the conjugate exponent to q.
Define f 1 : B Ñ r0, 1s by f ˝ T on T´1pEq X B and by 1 on BzT´1pBq. By Lemma 3.1,
}x1B}qq ´ cq}f 1 ´ 1}L1pBq ě }yf 11B}qq
ě |B|q{pBqq,d ´ oq´qp1q ´ oδp1q
“ }x1B}qq ´ oq´qp1q ´ oδp1q.
Thus }f ˝ T ´ 1}L1pT´1pEqq ď }f 1 ´ 1}L1pBq ` }f ˝ T ´ 1}L1pT´1pEqzBq ď oq´qp1q ` oδp1q.
Define g1 : B Ñ R by g ˝ T on T´1pEq X B and 0 on BzT´1pEq. Since }pf ˝ Teig˝T 1E ˝
T qp}q{|T´1pEq|1{p “ }pfeig1Eqp}q,
}{eig11B}q ě }pf ˝ Teig˝T 1E ˝ T qp}q ´ }f ˝ Teig˝T 1E ˝ T ´ eig11B}p
ě |T´1pEq|1{pBq,d ´ oq´qp1q ´ oδp1q
´ }f ˝ T ´ 1}1{p
L1pEq
´ |T´1pEq∆B|1{p
“ |B|1{pBq,d ´ oq´qp1q ´ oδp1q.
Then Proposition 3.3 applies, so there exists a real-valued affine function L : Rd Ñ Rd so
that
}eig1 ´ eiL}L1pBq ď oq´qp1q ` oδp1q.
If for a.e. x P T´1pBq we choose a representative of the equivalence class rg ˝T pxq´Lpxqs P
R{p2πq with values in some range r´M,M s, then
}g ˝ T ´ L}2L2pT´1pEqq ďM2|T´1pEqzB| `M}eig
1 ´ eiL}L1pBq ďM2poq´qp1q ` oδp1qq.
We will prove in Propositions 5.1, 7.1, and 8.1 that
}pf˝Teipg˝T´Lq1E˝T qp}qq ď }x1B}qq´cq,d “}f ˝ T ´ 1}L1pT´1pEqq ` distT´1pEqpeig˝T ,Lq2 ` |T´1pEq∆B|2‰ .
Since }pf ˝ Teipg˝T´Lq1E ˝ T qp}q{|B|1{p “ }pfeig1Eqp}q, it follows that
}{feig1E}qq ď Bqq,d ´ |B|´1{pcq,d “}f ˝ T ´ 1}L1pT´1pEqq ` distT´1pEqpeig˝T ,Lq2 ` |T´1pEq∆B|2‰
ď Bqq,d ´ |B|1{qcq,d
“}f ´ 1}L1pEq ` distEpeig,Lq2 ` distpE,Eq2‰
where we used that |B| “ |T´1pEq| “ |detT´1||E| “ |detT´1|.
4. A Taylor expansion representation of }{feig1E}qq.
Assuming that |f | ď 1E is close to 1B in the appropriate sense, we can find a good
representation of } pf}qq using a Taylor expansion about }x1B}qq. This is analogous to Lemma
3.4 in [14]. The functions in the following definition arise in the Taylor expansion.
Definition 4.1. For d ě 1 and q P p3,8q, we define the functions Kq and Lq on Rd byxKq “ |x1B|q´2x1B(4.1) xLq “ |x1B|q´2.(4.2)
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The basic properties of Kq and Lq are discussed in §4.1 below. For any function f on
R
d, we let f˜ be the function f˜pxq “ fp´xq.
Lemma 4.1. Let d ě 1 and q P p3,8q with conjugate exponent q1. Let E Ă Rd and
|f | ď 1E. Set h “ f1E ´ 1B. For sufficiently small }h}q1,
} pf}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ´ 14qpq ´ 2qxImh ˚ Imh,Lqy ` 14q2xImh, Imh ˚ Lqy
` 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxReh ˚ Reh,Lqy ` 1
4
q2xReh ˚Re h˜, Lqy `Op}h}3q1q.
If q belongs to a compact subset of p3,8q, the constant implicit in the notation Op¨q may
be taken to be independent of q.
Proof. Using the Taylor expansion
|1` t|q “ 1` qRe t` 1
2
qpq ´ 1qpRe tq2 ` 1
2
qpIm tq2 `Op|t|3 ` |t|qq
valid for q P p3,8q and the fact that x1B is real-valued, we have
|x1B ` ph|q “ |x1B|q ` qpRephqx1B|x1B|q´2 ` 1
2
qpq ´ 1qpRephq2|x1B|q´2
` 1
2
qpImphq2|x1B|q´2 `Op|ph|3|x1B|q´3q `Op|ph|qq.
Next we integrate over Rd to obtain
} pf}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ` 12qpq ´ 1qxpRephq2,xLqy
` 1
2
qxpImphq2,xLqy `Op}h}3q1 ` }h}qq1q
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ` 18qpq ´ 1qxpph` phq2,xLqy
´ 1
8
qxpph´ phq2,xLqy `Op}h}3q1q.
Using Plancherel’s theorem, recalling that the ˜¨ notation denotes the reflected function,
using that Lq satisfies L˜q “ Lq, and exploiting the equality xf1 ˚ f2, f3y “ xf1, f˜2 ˚ f4y for
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real-valued functions fi, we further compute
} pf}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ` 18qpq ´ 1qxph` h˜q ˚ ph` h˜q, Lqy
´ 1
8
qxph´ h˜q ˚ ph´ h˜q, Lqy `Op}h}3q1q
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ` 18qpq ´ 1qxph ˚ h` 2h ˚ h˜` h˜ ˚ h˜q, Lqy
´ 1
8
qxph ˚ h´ 2h ˚ h˜` h˜ ˚ h˜q, Lqy `Op}h}3q1q
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ` 18qpq ´ 2qxph ˚ h` h˜ ˚ h˜q, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xh ˚ h˜, Lqy `Op}h}3q1q
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ` 18qpq ´ 2qx2Reh ˚Reh´ 2Im h ˚ Imh,Lqy
` 1
4
q2xReh ˚Re h˜´ Imh ˚ Im h˜, Lqy `Op}h}3q1q
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq,Rehy ´ 14qpq ´ 2qxImh ˚ Imh,Lqy ` 14q2xImh, Imh ˚ Lqy
` 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxReh ˚ Reh,Lqy ` 1
4
q2xReh ˚Re h˜, Lqy `Op}h}3q1q.

4.1. The functions Kq and Lq. Let Kq and Lq be the functions defined in (4.1) and (4.2).
We state the facts proved in in [14] about Kq and Lq that we will need for our analysis of
the Taylor expansion. See §3.3 and §3.4 from [14] for detailed explanations.
As is well known, x1B is a radially symmetric real-valued real analytic function which
satisfies
|x1Bpξq| ` |∇x1Bpξq| ď Cdp1` |ξ|q´pd`1q{2.(4.3)
The following are consequences of (4.3):
Lemma 4.2. Let d ě 1 and q P p3,8q. The functions Kq, Lq are real-valued, radially
symmetric, bounded and Ho¨lder continuous of some positive order. Moreover, Kqpxq Ñ 0
as |x| Ñ 8 and likewise for Lqpxq. The function Kq is continuously differentiable, and
x ¨∇Kq is likewise real-valued, radially symmetric, and Ho¨lder continuous of some positive
order. These conclusions hold uniformly for q in any compact subset of p3,8q.
Lemma 4.3. For each d ě 1, Kq, Lq, and x ¨ ∇xKq depend continuously on q P p3,8q.
This holds in the sense that for each compact subset Λ Ă p3,8q, the mappings q ÞÑ Kq
and q ÞÑ Lq are continuous from Λ to the space of continuous functions on Rd that tend to
zero at infinity. Moreover, there exists ρ ą 0 such that this mapping from Λ to the space of
bounded Ho¨lder continuous functions of order ρ on any bounded subset of Rd is continuous.
The two conclusions also hold for q ÞÑ x ¨∇xKq.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the boundedness of Lq.
Lemma 4.4. Let d ě 1 and q P p3,8q. Let f1E be a Lebesgue-measurable function with
|E| P R` and |f | ď 1. Let h1, h2 P L1pRdq. Then
xh1 ˚ Lq, h2y “ Op}h1}1}h2}1q.
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Lemma 4.5. For each d ě 1 and each even integer m ě 4 there exists η “ ηpd,mq ą 0
such that whenever |q ´m| ă η, there exists c ą 0 such that whenever |y| ď 1 ď |x| ď 2,
Kqpyq ě Kqpxq ` c||x| ´ |y||.(4.4)
Also, infxP2BKqpxq ą 0 and
min
|x|ď1´δ
Kqpxq ą max
|x|ě1`δ
Kqpxq for all δ ą 0.(4.5)
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 3.10 in [14], if m is an even integer greater than 3 and
|y| “ 1, then the map t ÞÑ Kmptyq has strictly negative derivative for all t P p0,m´1q. The
inequalities (4.4) and (4.5) are a direct result. Since infxP2BKqpxq “ infxP2B 1B ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ 1Bpxq
is obviously positive when q is even, the same holds for near q by the continuity of q ÞÑ Kq.

Remark 4.2. We will use the fact that infxP2BKqpxq is positive for q near even integers
extensively throughout the paper.
4.2. A more detailed Taylor expansion in terms of the support, frequency, and
modulus. In order to better understand the effects of specific variations of 1B, we consider
feig1E where 0 ď f ď 1, g is real valued, and |E| P R`.
Lemma 4.6. Let d ě 1 and q P p3,8q. Let E Ă Rd. Suppose that |E∆B|, }g}L2pEq, and
}f ´ 1}L1pEq are sufficiently small. Then
}{feig1E}qq “ }x1E}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ´ }x1B}qq ` } {f 1eig11B}qq
`Opp}g}22 ` }f ´ 1}L1pEqq|E∆B|1{2q `Op}g}3L2pEq ` }f ´ 1}2L1pEq ` |E∆B|3{q
1q
where g1 “ g on E XB, g1 “ 0 on RdzpE XBq and f 1 “ f on E XB, f 1 “ 1 on BzE, f 1 “ 0
on RdzB.
Proof. As in Lemma 4.1, set h “ feig1E ´ 1B. Using the expression for }{feig1E}qq from
Lemma 4.1, we replace some of the terms with h by h´ 1E ` 1E and expand.
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}{feig1E}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1E ´ 1E ` 1E ´ 1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf sin g1E ˚ f sin g1E , Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf sin g1E , f sin g1E ˚ Lqy
` 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxpf cos g1E ´ 1E ` 1E ´ 1Bq ˚ pf cos g1E ´ 1E ` 1E ´ 1Bq, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xpf cos g1E ´ 1E ` 1E ´ 1Bq ˚ pf˜ cos g˜1E˜ ´ 1E˜ ` 1E˜ ´ 1Bq, Lqy
`Op}h}3q1q
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1E ´ 1Ey ` qxKq, 1E ´ 1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf sin g1E ˚ f sin g1E , Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf sin g1E , f sin g1E ˚ Lqy
` 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxp1E ´ 1Bq ˚ p1E ´ 1Bq, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xp1E ´ 1Bq ˚ p1E˜ ´ 1Bq, Lqy
`Op}f cos g1E ´ 1E}1}f cos g1E ´ 1B}1 ` }f cos g1E ´ 1E}21q `Op}h}3q1q
“ }x1E}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1E ´ 1Ey(4.6)
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf sin g1E ˚ f sin g1E , Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf sin g1E , f sin g1E ˚ Lqy
`Op}f cos g1E ´ 1E}1}f cos g1E ´ 1B}1q
`Op}feig1E ´ 1E}3q1 ` }1E ´ 1B}3q1q.
where we used that Lemma 4.1 gives
}x1E}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, 1E ´ 1By ` 14qpq ´ 2qxp1E ´ 1Bq ˚ p1E ´ 1Bq, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xp1E ´ 1Bq, p1E ´ 1Bq ˚ Lqy `Op|E∆B|3{q1q.
Lemma 4.1 also gives the following Taylor expansion for } {f 1eig11E}qq.
} {f 1eig11B}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, pf 1 cos g1 ´ 1q1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf 1 sin g11B ˚ f 1 sin g11B, Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf 1 sin g11B, f 1 sin g11B ˚ Lqy
` 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxpf 1 cos g1 ´ 1q1B ˚ pf 1 cos g1 ´ 1q1B, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xpf 1 cos g1 ´ 1q1B, pf 1 cos g1 ´ 1q1B ˚ Lqy `Op}f 1eig1 ´ 1}3Lq1pBqq
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, pf 1 cos g1 ´ 1q1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf 1 sin g11B ˚ f 1 sin g11B, Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf 1 sin g11B, f 1 sin g11B ˚ Lqy
`Op}f 1 cos g1 ´ 1}2L1pBqq `Op}f 1eig
1 ´ 1}3
Lq
1 pBq
q.
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Using that }pf 1eig1 ´ 1q1B}q1 “ }pfeig ´ 1q1EXB}q1 ď }pfeig ´ 1q1E}q1 and that }f 1 cos g1 ´
1}2
L1pBq “ }f cos g ´ 1}2L1pEXBq ď }f cos g1E ´ 1E}1}f cos g1E ´ 1B}1, we will extract the
expression for } {f 1eig11E}qq above from some of the terms from (4.6).
qxKq,f cos g1E ´ 1Ey ´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf sin g1E ˚ f sin g1E , Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf sin g1E , f sin g1E ˚ Lqy
“ qxKq, f cos g1E ´ 1E ´ f 1 cos g11B ` 1By ` qxKq, f 1 cos g11B ´ 1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxpf sin g1E ´ f 1 sin g11B ` f 1 sin g11Bq ˚ pf sin g1E ´ f 1 sin g11B ` f 1 sin g11Bq, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xpf sin g1E ´ f 1 sin g11B ` f 1 sin g11Bq, pf sin g1E ´ f 1 sin g11B ` f 1 sin g11Bq ˚ Lqy
“ qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzB ´ 1BzE ` 1BzEy ` qxKq, f cos g1B ´ 1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf 1 sin g11B ˚ f 1 sin g11B, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xf 1 sin g11B, f 1 sin g11B ˚ Lqy
`Op}f sin g1E ´ f 1 sin g11B}1}f sin g1E}1 ` }f sin g1E ´ f 1 sin g11B}21q
“ qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ` qxKq, f 1 cos g11B ´ 1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf 1 sin g11B ˚ f 1 sin g11B, Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf 1 sin g11B, f 1 sin g11B ˚ Lqy
`Op}f sin g1EzB}1}f sin g1E}1 ` }f sin g1EzB}21q
“ qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ` qxKq, f 1 cos g11B ´ 1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf 1 sin g11B ˚ f 1 sin g11B, Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf 1 sin g11B, f 1 sin g11B ˚ Lqy
`Op}g}22|E∆B|1{2q
“ qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ´ }x1B}qq ` } {f 1eig11B}qq
`Op}g}22|E∆B|1{2q `Op}f cos g1E ´ 1E}1}f cos g1E ´ 1B}1q `Op}pfeig ´ 1q1E}3q1q.
Using this simplified expression in 4.6 gives
}{feig1E}qq “ }x1E}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ´ }x1B}qq ` } {f 1eig11B}qq
`Op}g}22|E∆B|1{2q `Op}f cos g1E ´ 1E}1}f cos g1E ´ 1B}1q
`Op}feig1E ´ 1E}3q1 ` }1E ´ 1B}3q1q,
so it remains to understand the big-O terms.
Note that
}feig1E ´ 1E}q1 ď }f ´ 1}1{q
1
L1pEq
` }g}L2pEqp2|E|qp2´q
1q{p2q1q.
We also have that }f cos g1E ´ 1E}1 ď }g}2L2pEq ` }f ´ 1}L1pEq and
}f cos g1E ´ 1B}1 ď }g}2L2pEq ` }f ´ 1}L1pEq ` |E∆B|.
Thus, noting that 3{q1 ą 2, we can simplify the big-O terms to
Opp}g}22 ` }f ´ 1}L1pEqq|E∆B|1{2q `Op}g}3L2pEq ` }f ´ 1}2L1pEq ` |E∆B|3{q
1q.
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
5. Mostly modulus variation: }f ´ 1}1{2
L1pEq
ě maxpMN |E∆B|, N}g}L2pEqq
Let Kq, Lq be the functions defined in (4.1) and (4.2) in the following discussion. We use
our most basic Taylor expansion from Lemma 4.1 to understand this case.
Proposition 5.1. Let d ě 1 and let q ě 4 be an even integer. There exist M,N P R`,
δ0 ą 0, and ρ ą 0 all depending on q and d such that the following holds. Let q P p3,8q,
E Ă Rd be a Lebesgue measurable set with |E| ď |B|, 0 ď f ď 1, and g be real valued.
Suppose that }f ´ 1}L1pBq ď δ0, }g}L2pEq ď δ0, |E∆B| ď δ0, and |q ´ q| ď ρ. If
}f ´ 1}1{2
L1pEq
ě maxpMN |E∆B|, N}g}L2pEqq,
then
}{feig1E}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d}f ´ 1}L1pEq
for a constant cq,d ą 0 depending only on the exponent q and on the dimension.
Proof. We begin with the Taylor expansion for }{feig1E}qq from Lemma 4.1.
}{feig1E}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1E ´ 1By
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf sin g1E ˚ f sin g1E , Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf sin g1E , f sin g1E ˚ Lqy
` 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxpf cos g1E ´ 1Bq ˚ pf cos g1E ´ 1Bq, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xpf cos g1E ´ 1Bq ˚ pf˜ cos g˜1E˜ ´ 1Bq, Lqy
`Op}feig1E ´ 1B}3q1q
“ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1E ´ 1By `Op} sin g}2L1pEq ` }f cos g1E ´ 1B}21 ` }feig1E ´ 1B}3q1q.
(5.1)
Analyze the inner product term in (5.1). Let G` “ tx P E : cos gpxq ě 0u, G´ “ tx P
E : cos gpxq ă 0u, K` “ tx P Rd : Kqpxq ě 0u, and K´ “ tx P Rd : Kqpxq ă 0u. The term
xKq, f cos g1E ´ 1By may be handled as follows:
xKq, f cos g1E ´ 1By “ xKq, f cos gp1EXG`XK` ` 1EXG`XK´ ` 1EXG´XK` ` 1EXG´XK´q ´ 1By
ď xKq, f cos g1EXG`XK` ´ 1By ` xKq, f cos g1EXG´XK´y
ď xKq, f1EXG`XK` ´ 1By `C|G´|
where C “ Cpq, dq ą 0 is a constant. Note that on G´, we must have |g| ě π{2, so
|G´| ď 4π2 }g}2L2pEq ď 4π2N2 }f ´ 1}L1pEq. Now consider xKq, f1EXG`XK` ´ 1By:
xKq, f1pEXG`XK`qXB ´ 1BXEy ` xKq, f1pEXG`XK`qzB ´ 1BzEy
ď xKq, f1EXB ´ 1BXEy ` xKq, f1pEXK`qzB ´ 1BzEy
ď ´ inf
B
Kq ¨ }f ´ 1}L1pEXBq ` sup
|x|ą1
Kqpxq ¨ }f1EzB}1 ´ inf
B
Kq ¨ |BzE|.
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By Lemma 4.5, we know that infBKq “ sup|x|ą1Kqpxq “ Kq|BB. We assumed that |E| ď |B|
(so ´|BzE| ď ´|EzB|) in the hypotheses. Using these two observations, we further simplify
and bound the above.
sup
|x|ą1
Kqpxq ¨ }f1EzB}1 ´ inf
B
Kq ¨ |BzE| ď ´ Kq|BB
`|EzB| ´ }f1EzB}1˘
“ ´ Kq|BB }f ´ 1}L1pEzBq.
In summary, we have shown that
xKq, f cos g1E ´ 1By ď ´ inf
B
Kq ¨ }f ´ 1}L1pEq ` C
1
N2
}f ´ 1}L1pEq.
Now analyze the error term in (5.1). The error Op}f cos g1E ´ 1B}21q can be replaced by
Op}f ´ 1}2
L1pEq ` |E∆B|2q because
}f cos g1E ´ 1B}1 ď }f cos g1E ´ cos g1E}1 ` } cos g1E ´ 1E}1 ` |E∆B|
ď }f ´ 1}L1pEq ` }g}2L2pEq ` |E∆B|,
and similarly, Op}feig1E ´ 1B}3q1q can be replaced by Op}f ´ 1}3{p2q
1q
L1pEq
q since
}feig1E ´ 1B}q1 ď }feig1E ´ eig1E}q1 ` }eig1E ´ 1E}q1 ` }1E ´ 1B}q1
ď }f ´ 1}L1pEq ` }g}L2pEq|E|pq
1´2q{pq1q2 ` |E∆B|1{q1 .
Also note that since | sinx| ď |x|, } sin g}21 ď }g}21 ď |B|}g}2L2pEq ď |B|N2 }f ´ 1}L1pEq.
Returning to (5.1), we now have the following bound.
}{feig1E}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1E ´ 1By `Op} sin g}2L1pEq ` }f cos g1E ´ 1B}21 ` }feig1E ´ 1B}3q1q
ď }x1B}qq ´ q inf
B
Kq ¨ }f ´ 1}L1pEq ` C1
ˆ
1
N2
` 1pMNq2
˙
}f ´ 1}L1pEq
`Op}f ´ 1}3{p2q1q
L1pEq
q
Thus for M,N large enough and δ0 small enough, we have the desired conclusion.

The exponent 1 and the L1pEq norm of }f ´ 1}L1pEq in the previous proposition are
optimal in the following sense.
Lemma 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1, suppose for n ą 0 and p ě 1 that
}yf1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d}f ´ 1}nLppBq.
Then n ě p.
Proof. Use Lemma 4.1 with h “ f1B ´ 1B:
}yf1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, pf ´ 1q1By ` 14qpq ´ 2qxh ˚ h,Lqy ` 14q2xh ˚ h˜, Lqy `Op}h}3q1 ` }h}qq1q.
This combined with the hypothesis leads to
cq,d}f ´ 1}nLppBq ď qxKq, |f ´ 1|1By `Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }f ´ 1}q{q
1
L1pBq
q.
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For all }f ´ 1}L1pBq sufficiently small, this implies
cq,d}f ´ 1}nLppBq ď c}f ´ 1}L1pBq.
If we take |f ´ 1| ě 1{2, then
2´pp´1qn{pcq,d}f ´ 1}n{pL1pBq ď cq,d}f ´ 1}nLppBq ď c}f ´ 1}L1pBq.
If we take f “ p1´ ηq and let η Ñ 0, then we must have n{p ě 1.

Note that for n ě p,
}f ´ 1}nLppEq ď }f ´ 1}n{pL1pEq ď }f ´ 1}L1pEq,
so Proposition 5.1 is stronger than if }f ´ 1}L1pEq were replaced by }f ´ 1}nLppEq.
6. The special case E “ B for q near an even integer.
Let Kq, Lq be the functions defined in (4.1) and (4.2). In order to treat the remaining
cases of mostly support variation (in §7) and mostly frequency variation (in §8) of our
near-extremizer feig1E with 0 ď f ď 1, g real-valued, begin with Lemma 4.6. Let g1 “ g
on E X B and g1 “ 0 on BzE and let f 1 “ f on E X B and f 1 “ 1 on BzE. Recall the
statement from Lemma 4.6 :
}{feig1E}qq “ }x1E}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ´ }x1B}qq ` } {f 1eig11B}qq
`Opp}g}22 ` }f ´ 1}L1pEqq|E∆B|1{2q `Op}g}3L2pEq ` }f ´ 1}2L1pEq ` |E∆B|3{q
1q.
In this section, we work to understand the term } {f 1eig11B}qq above.
6.1. A new Taylor expansion for }{feig1B}qq when }f ´ 1}1, }g}2 ! 1. The structural
information we have obtained from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.3 guarantees that if feig1B
is a near-extremizer, then, after possibly replacing g by an affine translation of g, feig1B is
reasonably close to 1B. Thus a Taylor expansion of }{feig1B}qq about }x1B}qq will have an error
that we can control. Furthermore, since we know that |eig ´ 1| is small on the majority
of B, we can expand the sinpgq and cospgq that appear in Lemma 4.1 using Taylor series
approximations. We split up the set B into a subset where the frequency |g| is small and the
remainder set where the frequency is not small in order to use polynomials to approximate
the trigonometric terms in the next lemma. Define
B
ǫ
g :“ tx P B : |gpxq| ą ǫu
for 0 ă ǫ ă π{2 and Ag :“ tx P B : cos gpxq ě 0u. Note that in the following lemma, we do
not require a specific equivalence representative of gpxq P R{p2πq for x P B.
Lemma 6.1. Let d ě 1 and let q ě 4 be an even integer. Let f, g be real valued functions on
B with 0 ď f ď 1. There exists δ0 ą 0, depending on q and on d, such that if }f´1}L1pBq ď
δ0 and }g}L2pBq ď δ0, then
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}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ q inf
B
Kq ¨
´
} cos g ´ 1}L1pAgXBǫgq ` |BǫgzAg|
¯
´ q
2
xKq, g21BzBǫgy ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qxg1BzBǫg ˚ g1BzBǫg , Lqy `
1
4
q2xg1BzBǫg , g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy
` ǫ2Op}g}2L2pBzBǫgqq `Op|B
ǫ
g|1{2}g}2L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq
`Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}3L2pBqq
where Bǫg “ tx P B : |gpxq| ą ǫu for any 0 ă ǫ ă π{2 and Ag “ tx P B : cos gpxq ě 0u.
Proof. We use the Taylor expansion from in Lemma 4.1.
}{feig1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1B ´ 1By ´ 14qpq ´ 2qxf sin g1B ˚ f sin g1B, Lqy
(6.1)
` 1
4
q2xf sin g1B, f sin g1B ˚ Lqy ` 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxpf cos g1B ´ 1Bq ˚ pf cos g1B ´ 1Bq, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xpf cos g1B ´ 1Bq ˚ pf˜ cos g˜1B ´ 1Bq, Lqy `Op}feig ´ 1}3Lq1pBqq
Bound the terms with two cosines by Op}f cos g ´ 1}2
L1pBqq. Since
}f cos g ´ 1}L1pBq ď }f ´ 1}L1pBq ` } cos g ´ 1}L1pBq
ď }f ´ 1}L1pBq ` }g}2L2pBq,
we can replace Op}f cos g ´ 1}2
L1pBqq by Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}4L2pBqq.
For the terms with sine, first we eliminate the f factor.
xf sin g1B, f sin g1B ˚ Lqy “ xpf ´ 1` 1q sin g1B, pf ´ 1` 1q sin g1B ˚ Lqy
“ xsin g1B, sin g1B ˚ Lqy `Op}pf ´ 1q sin g}L1pBq}f sin g}L1pBqq
ď xsin g1B, sin g1B ˚ Lqy `Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq.
Next, split the ball into Bǫg and BzBǫg.
xsin g1B, sin g1B ˚ Lqy “ xpsin g1BzBǫg ` sin g1Bǫg q, psin g1BzBǫg ` sin g1Bǫg q ˚ Lqy
ď xsin g1BzBǫg , sin g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy `Op} sin g1Bǫg}1} sin g1B}1q
ď xsin g1BzBǫg , sin g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy `Op|Bǫg|1{2}g}2L2pBqq.
Together, we have
´1
4
qpq ´ 2qxf sin g1B ˚ f sin g1B, Lqy ` 1
4
q2xf sin g1B, f sin g1B ˚ Lqy
ď ´1
4
qpq ´ 2qxsin g1BzBǫg ˚ sin g1BzBǫg , Lqy `
1
4
q2xsin g1BzBǫg , sin g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy
Op|Bǫg|1{2}g}2L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq.
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Finally, for the term with one cosine, recall Ag “ tx P B : cos gpxq ě 0u. On the set
BzBǫg “ tx P B : |gpxq| ď ǫu where ǫ ă π{2, we also have cos g ą 0, so BzBǫg Ă Ag. Calculate
xKq, f cos g1B ´ 1By ď xKq, f cos g1Ag ´ 1By
ď xKq, cos g1BzBǫg ´ 1BzBǫgy ` xKq, cos g1AgXBǫg ´ 1AgXBǫgy
´ inf
B
Kq ¨ |BǫgzAg|
ď xKq, cos g1BzBǫg ´ 1BzBǫgy ´ inf
B
Kq ¨
´
} cos g ´ 1}L1pAgXBǫgq ` |BǫgzAg|
¯
.
Using the above analysis in (6.1), we have
}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ` qxKq, cos g1BzBǫg ´ 1BzBǫgy ´ q inf
B
Kq ¨
´
} cos g ´ 1}L1pAXBǫgq ` |BǫgzA|
¯(6.2)
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxsin g1BzBǫg ˚ sin g1BzBǫg , Lqy `
1
4
q2xsin g1BzBǫg , sin g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy
Op|Bǫg|1{2}g}2L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq
`Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}4L2pBqq `Op}feig ´ 1}3Lq1pBqq.
Approximate the remaining trigonometric functions by the following Taylor expansions for
t P R:
sin t “ t`Opt3q and cos t “ 1´ t
2
2
`Opt4q.
This combined with the definition of Bǫg gives
qxKq, cos g1BzBǫg ´ 1BzBǫgy ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qxsin g1BzBǫg ˚ sin g1BzBǫg , Lqy
` 1
4
q2xsin g1BzBǫg , sin g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy
“ qxKq, p1´ g2{2`Opg4qq1BzBǫg ´ 1BzBǫgy
´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxpg `Opg3qq1BzBǫg ˚ pg `Opg3qq1BzBǫg , Lqy
` 1
4
q2xpg `Opg3qq1BzBǫg , pg `Opg3qq1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy
ď ´q
2
xKq, g21BzBǫg y ` ǫ2Op}g}2L2pBzBǫgqq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qxg1BzBǫg ˚ g1BzBǫg , Lqy
` 1
4
q2xg1BzBǫg , g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy `Op}g}3L2pBqq
Finally, we note that since q1 ă 3{2 and }feig´1}Lq1pBq ď }f´1}Lq1pBq`}g}L2pBqp2|B|qp2´q
1q{2q1 ,
the error terms may be combined to
Op}f ´ 1}2L2pBq ` }g}3L2pBq ` }g}4L2pBq ` }feig ´ 1}3Lq1 pBqq ď Op}f ´ 1}2L2pBq ` }g}3L2pBqq.

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6.2. Connection with a spectral problem. In the previous section, for feig1B with
}f ´ 1}L1pBq and }g}L2pBq small, we expressed }{feig1B}qq as }x1B}qq plus a quadratic form in
g1BzBǫg and a small error. In this section, we analyze a spectral problem concerning that
quadratic form when q ě 4 is an even integer in order to obtain a more descriptive upper
bound for }{feig1B}qq.
Definition 6.1. Define Tq : L
2pBq Ñ L2pBq to be the linear operator which is the composi-
tion of multiplication by K
´1{2
q , followed by convolution with Lq, followed by multiplication
by K
´1{2
q . That is, for h P L2pBq,
h
TqÞÝÑ K´1{2q pK´1{2q h1B ˚ Lqq
ˇˇˇ
B
.
Observe that Tq is bounded on L
2pBq since Kq is bounded above and below by positive
quantities on B, so
}K´1{2q pK´1{2h ˚ Lqq}L2pBq ď }K´1{2q }2L8pBq}Lq}L1p2Bq}h}L2pBq.
Using that x1B is a real-valued function that satisfies }x1Bpξq| ď Cdp1 ` |ξ|q´pd`1q{2 and
that xLq “ |x1B|q´2, we will show that Tq is a compact operator. Since Kq is bounded
above and below by positive constants on 2B, multiplication by K
´1{2
q defines a bounded
operator on L2pBq and therefore it suffices to show that convolution with Lq is compact.
But convolution with any continuous function, followed by restriction to the ball, defines a
compact operator, so Tq is compact.
Finally, since Kq is real and Lq is symmetric,
xTqh, fy “ xK´1{2q h ˚ Lq,K´1{2q hy “ xK´1{2q h,Lq ˚K´1{2q hy “ xh, Tqfy,
so Tq is self-adjoint. Let Qq be the quadratic form on L
2pBq defined by
Qqpf, hq “ xf, Tqhy
where f, h P L2pBq. As above, f˜pxq “ fp´xq.
Definition 6.2. Let d ě 1 and q ě 4 be an even integer. Let H denote the subspace of
L2pBq of functions of the form K1{2q pxqpα ¨x`bq where α P Rd and b P R. Let PH : L2pBq Ñ
L2pBq denote the orthogonal projection onto H.
Lemma 6.2. Let d ě 1. Let q ě 4 be an even integer. Then there exists c ą 0 depending
on the dimension and q such that
´q
2
}h}2L2pBq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qQqph, h˜q ` 1
4
q2Qqph, hq ď ´c}pI ´ PHqh}2L2pBq(6.3)
for every real-valued h P L2pBq.
Proof. Since Tq is a compact, self-adjoint linear operator, we can write L
2pBq as a direct
sum of eigenspaces. For a fixed eigenvalue , we can further orthogonally decompose the
corresponding eigenspace into even eigenfunctions and odd eigenfunctions since Kq “ K˜q
and if Tqϕ “ λϕ, 1{2pϕ ` ϕ˜q ` 1{2pϕ ´ ϕ˜q is a unique representation of ϕ as a sum of
an even eigenvector with eigenvalue λ and an odd eigenvector with eigenvalue λ. Since Tq
can be regarded as an operator on real-valued functions in L2pBq, we can assume that the
eigenfunctions are real-valued. Thus we can expand h as say h “ ř8n“0 hn, where the hn
are pairwise orthogonal eigenfunctions of Tq, either even or odd, real-valued, and associated
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with eigenvalues λn. The spectrum is real and λn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Assume that |λn| is
nonincreasing and calculate
´q
2
}h}2L2pBq´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qQqph, h˜q ` 1
4
q2Qqph, hq
“
ÿ
nďN
ˆ
´q
2
}hn}2L2pBq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qλnxhn, h˜ny ` 1
4
q2λn}hn}2
˙
`
ÿ
nąN
ˆ
´q
2
}hn}2L2pBq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qλnxhn, h˜ny ` 1
4
q2λn}hn}22
˙
ď
ÿ
nďN
ˆ
´q
2
}hn}2L2pBq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qλnxhn, h˜ny ` 1
4
q2λn}hn}22
˙
(6.4)
`
ˆ
´q
2
` 1
2
qpq ´ 1q|λN |
˙ ÿ
nąN
}hn}2L2pBq
We return to this expression (6.4) after understanding the case for a single eigenfunction.
Fix an eigenfunction ϕ of Tq with eigenvalue λ. We analyze
´q
2
}ϕ}2L2pBq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qQqpϕ, ϕ˜q ` 1
4
q2Qqpϕ,ϕq.(6.5)
Note that since Kq and Lq are even functions, Tqϕ˜ “ λϕ˜ as well. If λ “ 0, then (6.3) for
h “ ϕ is trivial since
´q
2
}ϕ}2L2pBq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qQqpϕ, ϕ˜q ` 1
4
q2Qqpϕ,ϕq “ ´q
2
}ϕ}2L2pBq
ď ´q
2
}pI ´ PHqϕ}2L2pBq.
Thus we can assume that λ ­“ 0. In this case,
|λ||ϕpxq| “ |K´1{2q pxqpK´1{2ϕ ˚ Lqqpxq| ď }K´1{2q }2L8pBq}ϕ}L2pBq}Lq}L2pBq,
so }ϕ}L8pBq is finite. Following [13] and [8], (6.5) is analyzed for an eigenfunction ϕ by
considering a Taylor expansion of }yeitψ}qq where ψ “ K´1{2q ϕ and t P R is an auxiliary
parameter. Choose t ą 0 sufficiently small so that cos tψ ě 0 on B and the hypotheses of
Lemma 6.1 are satisfied with f “ 1 and g “ tψ. Executing the proof of Lemma 6.1 without
expanding the term xKq, pf cospgq ´ 1q1By yields the following equality:
}{eitψ1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, pcosptψq ´ 1q1By ´ 14qpq ´ 2qxtψ1BzBǫtψ ˚ tψ1BzBǫtψ , Lqy
` 1
4
q2xtψ1BzBǫ
tψ
, tψ1BzBǫ
tψ
˚ Lqy `Op|Bǫtψ|1{2t2}ψ}2L2pBq ` t3}ψ}3L2pBqq.
where ǫ P p0, π{2q and Bǫtψ “ tx P B : t|K´1{2pxqϕpxq| ą ǫu. Since }ϕ}L8pBq ă 8, for
t ă ǫp}K´1{2ϕ}L8pBqq´1, the set Bǫtψ is empty. Thus the statement we have from the proof
of Lemma 6.1 for t ă ǫp}K´1{2ϕ}L8pBqq´1 is
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}{eitψ1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ´ qxKq, pcosptψq ´ 1q1By ´ 14qpq ´ 2qxtψ1B ˚ tψ1B, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xtψ1B, tψ1B ˚ Lqy `Opt3}ψ}3L2pBqq.
Now if we expand the cosine, we have the equality
}{eitψ1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ´ q2xKq, ptψq21By ` t4Op}ψ}2L8pBq}ψ}2L2pBqq ´ 14qpq ´ 2qxtψ1B ˚ tψ1B, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xtψ1B, tψ1B ˚ Lqy `Opt3}ψ}3L2pBqq
“ }x1B}qq ´ t2
„
q
2
xKq, pψq21By ´ 1
4
qpq ´ 2qxψ1B ˚ ψ1B, Lqy ` 1
4
q2xψ1B, ψ1B ˚ Lqy

`Oϕpt3q
“ }x1B}qq ´ t2
„
q
2
}ϕ}2L2pBq ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qQqpϕ, ϕ˜q ` 1
4
q2Qqpϕ,ϕq

`Oϕpt3q
“ }x1B}qq ´ t2
„
q
2
}ϕ}2L2pBq ´
λ
4
qpq ´ 2qxϕ, ϕ˜y ` λ
4
q2}ϕ}2L2pBq

`Oϕpt3q,
(6.6)
where the final big-Oϕ depends on the dimension, the exponent q, and on the L
8 and
L2 norms of ϕ. Note that we used that |ψ| is bounded above and below by a constant
(depending on q) multiple of ϕ on B. Since q is an even integer, }{eitψ1B}qq ď }x1B}qq and so
q
2
}ϕ}2L2pBq ´
λ
4
qpq ´ 2qxϕ, ϕ˜y ` λ
4
q2}ϕ}2L2pBq ě 0(6.7)
from (6.6). Expressing q “ 2m, we can also write
}
Ź
eitψ1B}qq “ Re
ż
Bq´1
eitpψpx1q`¨¨¨`ψpxmq´ψpy2q´¨¨¨´ψpymq´ψpLpx,yqqq1BpLpx, yqqdxdy
where x “ px1, . . . , xmq, y “ py2, . . . , ymq, and Lpx, yq “ x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xm ´ y2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ym. Let
αpx, yq “ ψpx3q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `ψpxmq ´ψpy2q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ψpymq ´ψpLpx, yqq . Then for all sufficiently
small t, since cospθq ´ 1 ď ´ θ2
4
for |θ| ď θ{2,
}
Ź
eitψ1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ` }Źeitψ1B}qq ´ }x1B}qq
“ }x1B}qq ´
ż
Bq´1
| cosptpψpx1q ` ψpx2q ` αpx, yqqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdxdy
ď }x1B}qq ´ t24
ż
Bq´1
pψpx1q ` ψpx2q ` αpx, yqq21BpLpx, yqqdxdy.(6.8)
Combining (6.6) with (6.8) gives
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t2
4
ż
Bq´1
pψpx1q ` ψpx2q ` αpx, yqq21BpLpx, yqqdxdy
ď t2
„
q
2
}ϕ}2L2pBq ´
λ
4
qpq ´ 2qxϕ, ϕ˜y ` λ
4
q2}ϕ}2L2pBq

`Oϕpt3q
for all sufficiently small t ą 0. If the coefficient of t2 on the right hand side is 0, thenż
Bq´1
pψpx1q ` ψpx2q ` αpx, yqq21BpLpx, yqqdxdy “ 0,
which means that
}
Ź
eitψ1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ´
ż
Bq´1
| cosptpψpx1q ` ψpx2q ` αpx, yqqq ´ 1|1BpLpx, yqqdxdy “ }x1B}qq.
By Lemma 3.4, eitψ “ eipα¨x`bq for some α P Rd and b P R. Thus the inequality (6.7) is
strict unless eiK
´1{2ϕ takes the form eipα¨x`bq. Using that λ is nonzero, we have for each
x P B the expression
ϕpxq “ λ´1K´1{2q pxqpK´1{2q ϕ ˚ Lqqpxq.
Since K
´1{2
q is continuous and Lq P L2pRdq, ϕ is continuous on B. Note that eiK
´1{2
q ϕ “
eipα¨x`bq implies that K
´1{2
q ϕpxq “ α ¨ x ` b ` fpxq for some function f : B Ñ 2πZ. The
only continuous such function is constant, so ϕpxq “ K1{2q pα ¨ x ` b1q for b1 “ b ` 2πn for
some n P Z. Conclude that the inequality (6.7) is strict unless ϕ P H, where H was defined
in Definition 6.2.
Finally, we use this in (6.4) and conclude that there exists c ą 0 so that
´q
2
}h}2L2pBq´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qQqph, h˜q ` 1
4
q2Qqph, hq
ď ´c
ÿ
nďN
hnRH
}hn}2L2pBq ´ c
ÿ
nąN
}hn}2L2pBq
ď ´c}pI ´ PHqh}2L2pBq.

6.3. Conclusion of the spectral analysis for q near an even integer and E “ B.
Let Kq, Lq be the functions defined in (4.1) and (4.2). Use the frequency Taylor expansion
from Lemma 6.1 and compare the main terms with Kq and Lq to analogous terms with
Kq and Lq where q is the closest even integer. Then make use of the spectral analysis in
Lemma 6.2 to obtain the following theorem. We will use the following theorem in the proof
of Proposition 7.1 in §7 and the proof of Proposition 8.1 in §8.
Theorem 6.3. Let d ě 1 and let q ě 4 be an even integer. There exist δ0, ρ,ą 0 all
depending on the dimension and q as well as cq,d ą 0 so that the following holds. Let
q P p3,8q, E Ă Rd be a Lebesgue measurable set with |E| ď |B|, 0 ď f ď 1, and g be real
valued. If |q ´ q| ă ρ, }f ´ 1}L1pBq ď δ0, }g}L2pBq ď δ0, and |g| ď 5π4 , then
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}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g}2L2pBq ` oq´qp1q}g}2L2pBq
`Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}5{2L2pBqq.
Proof. The function feig1B satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1. We have the expansion
}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ q inf
B
Kq ¨
´
} cos g ´ 1}L1pAgXBǫgq ` |BǫgzAg|
¯(6.9)
´ q
2
xKq, g21BzBǫgy ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qxg1BzBǫg ˚ g1BzBǫg , Lqy `
1
4
q2xg1BzBǫg , g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy
` ǫ2Op}g}2L2pBzBǫgqq `Op|B
ǫ
g|1{2}g}2L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq
`Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}3L2pBqq
We analyze the three main terms in the expansion:
´q
2
xKq,g21BzBǫgy ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qxg1BzBǫg ˚ g1BzBǫg , Lqy `
1
4
q2xg1BzBǫg , g1BzBǫg ˚ Lqy
“ ´q
2
xKq ´Kq `Kq, g21BzBǫgy ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qxg1BzBǫg ˚ g1BzBǫg , Lq ´ Lq ` Lqy
` 1
4
q2xg1BzBǫg , g1BzBǫg ˚ pLq ´ Lq ` Lqqy
ď ´cq,d}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1BzBǫg }2L2pBq ` oq´qp1q}g}2L2pBzBǫgq(6.10)
where we use Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 4.3 in (6.10). Using this in (6.9) gives
}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ q inf
B
Kq ¨
´
} cos g ´ 1}L1pAgXBǫgq ` |BǫgzAg|
¯
(6.11)
´ cq,d}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1BzBǫg }2L2pBq ` oq´qp1q}g}2L2pBzBǫgq
` ǫ2Op}g}2L2pBzBǫgqq `Op|B
ǫ
g|1{2}g}2L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq
`Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}3L2pBqq.
Since |g| ď 5π
4
, we can combine the }pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1BzBǫg }2L2pBq above with the other
negative term above as follows. Choose c0 ą 0 so that 1´ cos θ ě c0θ2 for |θ| ď 5π4 . Then
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} cos g ´ 1}L1pAgXBǫgq ` |BǫgzAg| ` }pI ´ PHqK
1{2
q g1BzBǫg}2L2pBq ě c0}g}2L2pAgXBǫgq
` 16
25π2
}g}2L2pBǫgzAgq ` }pI ´ PHqK
1{2
q g1BzBǫg}2L2pBq
ě c0}Kq}´1L8pBq}K
1{2
q g}2L2pAgXBǫgq `
16
25π2
}Kq}´1L8pBq}K
1{2
q g}2L2pBǫgzAgq
` }pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1BzBǫg }2L2pBq
ě C0}K1{2q g1Bǫg ` pI ´ PHqK
1{2
q g1BzBǫg}2L2pBq
“ C0}K1{2q g ´ PHpK1{2q g1BzBǫg q}2L2pBq ě C0}K
1{2
q g ´ PHpK1{2q gq}2L2pBq(6.12)
for an appropriate constant C0 ą 0. So we have for another constant c ą 0
}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ c}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g}2L2pBq(6.13)
` oq´qp1q}g}2L2pBzBǫgq ` ǫ
2Op}g}2L2pBzBǫgqq
`Op|Bǫg|1{2}g}2L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq
`Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}3L2pBqq.
Use the bound |Bǫg|1{2 ď ǫ´1}g}L2pBq and choose ǫ “ }g}1{2L2pBq to simplify the above to
}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ c}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g}2L2pBq ` oq´qp1q}g}2L2pBq(6.14)
`Op}f ´ 1}L1pBq}g}L2pBqq `Op}f ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g}5{2L2pBqq.

7. Mostly support variation: MN |E∆B| ě maxpN}g}L2pEq, }f ´ 1}1{2L1pEqq
Let Kq, Lq be the functions defined in (4.1) and (4.2). We employ the more detailed
Taylor expansion from Lemma 4.6 in this section.
Proposition 7.1. Let d ě 1 and let q ě 4 be an even integer and M,N P R`. There
exists δ0 “ δ0pq, d,M,Nq ą 0 and ρ “ ρpδ0, q,M,Nq ą 0 such that the following holds.
Let q P p3,8q, E Ă Rd be a Lebesgue measurable set with |E| ď |B|, 0 ď f ď 1, and g be
real valued. Suppose that }f ´ 1}L1pBq ď δ0, }g}L2pEq ď δ0, |E∆B| ď 2distpE,Eq ď δ0, and
|q ´ q| ď ρ. If
MN |E∆B| ě maxpN}g}L2pEq, }f ´ 1}1{2L1pEqq,
then
}{feig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,ddistpE,Eq2
for a constant cq,d ą 0 depending only on the exponent q and on the dimension.
Proof. We begin with the expression from Lemma 4.6, in which the terms with f and g are
separated from terms with just the support E. Recall that g1 “ g on E X B and g1 “ 0 on
BzE and that f 1 “ f on E X B and f 1 “ 1 on BzE. We have
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}{feig1E}qq “ }x1E}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ´ }x1B}qq ` } {f 1eig11B}qq
(7.1)
`Opp}g}22 ` }f ´ 1}L1pEqq|E∆B|1{2q `Op}g}3L2pEq ` }f ´ 1}2L1pEq ` |E∆B|3{q
1q.
We use Christ’s Theorem 2.6 from [14] to bound }x1E}q:
}x1E}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d|E∆B|2.
By Theorem 6.3, we control } {f 1eig11B}q as follows.
} {f 1eig11B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1}2L2pBq ` oq´qp1q}g1}2L2pBq
`Op}f 1 ´ 1}L1pBq}g1}L2pBqq `Op}f 1 ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g1}5{2L2pBqq
ď }x1B}qq ` 0` oq´qp1qM2|E∆B|2
`OM,N p|E∆B|3q `OM,N p}E∆B|4 ` |E∆B|5{2q
“ }x1B}qq ` oq´qp1qM2|E∆B|2 `OM,N p|E∆B|5{2q.
Finally, to bound the inner product term from (7.1), using that Kq ě 0, calculate
xKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy “ xKq ´Kq `Kq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy
ď oq´qp1q}f cos g ´ 1}L1pEzB ` xKq, pf cos g ´ 1q1EzBy
ď oq´qp1qp}f ´ 1}L1pEzBq ` } cos g ´ 1}L1pEzBq ` 0
ď oq´qp1qpM2N2|E∆B|2 `M2|E∆B|2q.
Using the above bounds in (7.1) gives
}{feig1E}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d|E∆B|2 `M2N2oq´qp1q|E∆B|2
`OM,N p|E∆B|5{2 ` |E∆B|3{q1q
If δ0, ρ are chosen sufficiently small, then we have the desired result.

8. Mostly frequency variation: maxp}f ´ 1}1{21 ,MN |E∆B|q ď N}g}L2pEq
Let Kq, Lq be the functions defined in (4.1) and (4.2). As in §7, we employ Lemma 4.6
to analyze the contributions from the frequency g.
Proposition 8.1. Let d ě 1 and let q ą 3 be an even integer and N P R`. There
exist δ0 “ δ0pq, dq ą 0, ρpδ0, q,Nq ą 0, and M “ Mpq, ρq P N, such that the following
holds. Let q P p3,8q, E Ă Rd be a Lebesgue measurable set with |E| ď |B|, 0 ď f ď 1,
and ´π ď g ď π. Suppose that }f ´ 1}L1pBq ď δ0, }g}L2pEq ď δ0, }eig ´ 1}L2pEXBq ď
2 inf L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}L2pEXBq, |E∆B| ď δ0, |E| “ |B|, and |q ´ q| ď ρpδ0, qq. If
maxp}f ´ 1}1{21 ,MN |E∆B|q ď N}g}L2pEq,
then
}{feig1E}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d inf
L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}L2pEq
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for a constant cq,d ą 0 depending only on the exponent q and on the dimension.
For use in the subsequent proof of Proposition 8.1, we state a version of Lemma 4.1 from
[14] with the special case η “ 1, noting that qd in the statement may be taken to be equal
to 3.
Lemma 8.2. [14] Let d ě 1 and q ě 4 be an even integer. There exists δ0 “ δ0pqq ą 0
and c, C, ρ, α P R` with the following property. Let E Ă Rd be a Lebesgue measurable set
satisfying |E| “ |B|. If |q ´ q| ă ρ and |E∆B| ď δ0, then
}x1E}qq ď }Ź1EX2B}qq ´ c|Ez2B| ` C|E∆B| ¨ |Ez2B| ` C|E∆B|2`α.
Proof. (of Proposition 8.1)
Use the expression from Lemma 4.6 in which the terms with f and g are separated from
the terms with only the support E. Majorize the big-O terms with }f ´ 1}L1pEq or |E∆B|
by terms with }g}L2pEq.
}{feig1E}qq “ }x1E}qq ` qxKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy ´ }x1B}qq ` } {f 1eig11B}qq(8.1)
`ON p}g}5{2L2pEq ` }g}
3{q1
L2pEq
q
where f 1 “ f on E X B and f 1 “ 1 on BzE and g1 “ g on E X Band g1 “ 0 on BzE. We
further analyze }x1E}qq and xKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy.
Use Lemma 8.2 to extract ´|Ez2B| from }x1E}qq:
}x1E}qq ď }{1EX2B}qq ´ c|Ez2B| ` C|E∆B| ¨ |Ez2B| `C|E∆B|2`α
ď }x1B}qq ´ c|Ez2B| ` CM2 }g}22 `Op}g}2`α2 q
ď }x1B}qq ´ c{4}eig ´ 1}2L2pEz2Bq ` CM2 }g}22 `Op}g}2`α2 q.
As above, let q denote the nearest even integer to q. Next bound the term xKq, f cos g1EzB´
1EzBy above by a negative multiple of }eig ´ 1}2L2ppEX2BqzB plus an error term. Let Ag “
tx P EzB : cos g ě 0u.
xKq ´Kq `Kq,f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy “ oq´qp1q}f cos g ´ 1}L1pEzBq ` xKq, f cos g1EzB ´ 1EzBy
ď oq´qp1q}f cos g ´ 1}L1pEzBq ` xKq, f cos g1Ag ´ 1EzBy
ď oq´qp1qp}f ´ 1}L1pEq ` }g}2L2pEqq ` xKq, cos g1Ag ´ 1EzBy
ď oq´qp1qpN2 ` 1q}g}2L2pEzBq ` xKq, f cos g1Ag ´ 1Agy ´ xKq, 1pEzBqzAgy
ď oq´qp1qpN2 ` 1q}g}2L2pEzBq ´ inf
2B
Kq ¨
`} cos g ´ 1}L1pAgX2Bq ` |pE X 2BqzpB YAgq|˘
ď oq´qp1qpN2 ` 1q}g}2L2pEzBq ´ inf
2B
Kq ¨ }eig ´ 1}2L2ppEX2BqzBq
(8.2)
where we used that Kq ě 0 everywhere.
By Theorem 6.3, since g is real-valued with |g| ď π,
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} {f 1eig11B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1}2L2pBq ` oq´qp1q}g1}2L2pBq
`Op}f 1 ´ 1}L1pBq}g1}L2pBqq `Op}f 1 ´ 1}2L1pBq ` }g1}5{2L2pBqq
ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1EXB}2L2pBq ` oq´qp1q}g}2L2pEq
`ON p}g}5{2L2pEqq.
Recalling the definition of H in Definition 6.2 and the hypotheses about g, note that
}pI ´ PHqK1{2q g1EXB}L2pBq ě inf
B
K
1{2
q ¨ }g ´K´1{2q PHpK1{2q g1EXBq}L2pEXBq
ě inf
B
K
1{2
q ¨ }eig ´ eiK
´1{2
q
PHpK
1{2
q
g1EXBq}L2pEXBq
ě inf
B
K
1{2
q ¨ inf
L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}L2pEXBq
ě 1
2
inf
B
K
1{2
q ¨ }eig ´ 1}L2pEXBq.
Combining the above analysis yields
}{feig1E}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ c{4}eig ´ 1}2L2pEz2Bq ` CM2 }g}2L2pEq ` oq´qp1qpN2 ` 1q}g}2L2pEzBq
´ inf
2B
Kq ¨ }eig ´ 1}2L2ppEX2BqzBq
´ cq,d
4
inf
B
Kq ¨ }eig ´ 1}2L2pEXBq ` oq´qp1q}g}2L2pEq `ON p}g}2`ǫL2pEqq
“ }x1B}qq ´ c˜}eig ´ 1}2L2pEq(8.3)
`
ˆ
C
M2
` oq´qp1qN2
˙
}g}2L2pEq `ON p}g}2`ǫL2pEqq
where 2` ǫ “ minp2`α, 5{2, 3{q1q and c˜ ą 0 depends on q and d. Since |g| ď π, |eig´1|2 ě
π´2g2 almost everywhere on E. Thus for δ0 and ρ sufficiently small depending on N and
M small enough depending on q,
}{feig1E}qq “ }x1B}qq ´ c˜2}eig ´ 1}2L2pEq,
which proves the proposition.

8.1. Optimality of the L2 norm and the exponent 2. We show that the exponent 2
and the L2 norm in the inf L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}2
L2pBq from Theorem 1.1 are optimal in the
following lemma and proposition. First we prove a technical sublemma.
Notation 8.1. Let d ě 1 and let B “ tx P Rd : |x| ď 1u. Let the function R : L2pBq Ñ
L2pBq be defined on real-valued functions f in L2pBq by Rpfqpxq “ fpxq P R{p2πq and
Rpfqpxq P r´π, πq.
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Sublemma 8.3. Let d ě 1, p ě 1. There exists ǫ “ ǫpp, dq ą 0 such that if g : Rd Ñ R
satisfies |g| ď ǫ, then
inf
L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}LppBq ě
1
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}g ´ L}LppBq.
Proof. Using the notation R above and that |eiθ ´ 1| ě 1
2
θ for all θ P r´π, πq, note
inf
L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}LppBq “ inf
L affine
R´valued
}eiRpg´Lq ´ 1}LppBq
ě 1
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}Rpg ´ Lq}LppBq.
By the definition of R,
inf
L affine
R´valued
}Rpg ´ Lq}LppBq ď inf
L affine
R´valued
}g ´ L}LppBq.
For the reverse inequality, it suffices to note that
inf
L affine
R´valued
}g ´ L}LppBq “ inf
L:BÑR affine
|L|ď3
}g ´ L}LppBq
since for |L| ď 3 and ǫ ă 1, Rpg ´ Lq “ g ´ L. Indeed, suppose for L0pxq “ x ¨ α` b with
α P Rd, b P R that
}g ´ L0}LppBq ď 2 inf
L affine
R´valued
}g ´ L}LppBq ď 2ǫ|B|1{p.(8.4)
Suppose for x P B that |L0pxq| ě 3. Since |g| ď ǫ, we know that there exists some y P B
such that |L0pyq| ď ǫ1{2. Then if ǫ ă 1,
2 ď 3´ ǫ1{2 ď |L0pxq ´ L0pyq| “ |α ¨ px´ yq| ď 2|α|,
so |L0pzq| ě 2 on S :“ tz P B : |z ´ y| ă 1u. Thus
}g ´ L0}LppBq ě }g ´ L0}LppSq ě p2´ ǫq|S|1{p ě |S|1{p.
Since |S| ě |BX pB` e1q| where e1 “ p1, 0, . . . , 0q P Rd, if ǫ ă |BXpB`e1q|
1{p
2|B|1{p
, this contradicts
(8.4).

Lemma 8.4. Let d ě 1, p ě 1, n ą 0, and q ě 4 an even integer. There exists ρ “
ρpq, dq ą 0 such that the following holds. If for some q ą 3 with |q ´ q| ă ρ, there exists
cq,d ą 0 such that
}zeig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d inf
L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}nLppBq
for any function g : Rd Ñ R, then n ě 2.
Proof. Let g P L2pBq X L8pBq be a real-valued function. By Lemma 4.1, for sufficiently
small t ą 0 and for q1 the conjugate exponent to q,
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}{eitg1B}qq “ }x1B}qq ` qxKq, pcosptgq ´ 1q1By ´ 14qpq ´ 2qxsinptgq1B ˚ sinptgq1B, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xsinptgq1B, sinptgq1B ˚ Lqy `Op} cosptgq ´ 1}2L1pBqq `Op}eitg ´ 1}3Lq1 pBqq.
Since 2| cospθq ´ 1| “ |eiθ ´ 1|2 for θ P R, } cosptgq ´ 1}2
L1pBq ď }eitg ´ 1}4L2pBq ď t4}g}4L2pBq.
Since 1 ă q1 ă 2, by Ho¨lder’s inequality,}eitg ´ 1}Lq1 ď }eitg ´ 1}L2pBqp2|B|qp2´q
1q{p2q1q. Thus
we can replace the big-O terms by Ogpt3q.
Combining the above with our hypothesis and rearranging, we have for a constant Cq,d ą
0
cq,d inf
L affine
R´valued
}eiptg´Lq ´ 1}nLppBq `Ogpt3q ď qxKq, pcosptgq ´ 1q1By ´
1
4
qpq ´ 2qxsinptgq1B ˚ sinptgq1B, Lqy
` 1
4
q2xsinptgq1B, sinptgq1B ˚ Lqy
ď Cq,dt2}g}2L2pBq.
Let ǫ ą 0 be as in Sublemma 8.3. For 0 ă t ă ǫ}g}´1
L8pBq, we then have
cq,d
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}tg ´ L}nLppBq `Ogpt3q ď cq,d inf
L affine
R´valued
}eiptg´Lq ´ 1}nLppBq `Ogpt3q
ď Cq,dt2}g}2L2pBq.
Divide by t2 to get
cq,d
2
tn´2 inf
L affine
R´valued
}g ´ L}nLppBq `Ogptq ď Cq,d}g}2L2pBq.
Taking g “ |x|2 and let tÑ 0 to conclude that n ě 2.

Proposition 8.5. Let d ě 1, p ě 1, and q ě 4 an even integer. There exists ρ “ ρpq, dq ą 0
such that the following holds. If for some q ą 3 with |q ´ q| ă ρ, there exists cq,d ą 0 such
that
}zeig1B}qq ď }x1B}qq ´ cq,d inf
L affine
R´valued
}eipg´Lq ´ 1}2LppBq
for any function g : Rd Ñ R, then p ď 2.
Proof. Let g P L2pBq X L8pBq be a real-valued function. By the proof of Lemma 8.4, for
sufficiently small t ą 0,
cq,d
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}tg ´ L}2LppBq `Ogpt3q ď Cq,dt2}g}2L2pBq.
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Divide by t2 to get
cq,d
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}g ´ L}2LppBq `Ogptq ď Cq,d}g}2L2pBq
and let tÑ 0. Thus
cq,d
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}g ´ L}2LppBq ď Cq,d}g}2L2pBq
for real-valued g P L2pBq X L8pBq.
Suppose that p ą 2. The real-valued function g “ |x|d{p is in L2pBq but }g}LppBq “ 8.
Let gn : B Ñ R denote the function g if g ď n and n if g ą n. Since each of the gn is real
valued and in L2pBq X L8pBq, we have
cq,d
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}gn ´ L}2LppBq ď Cq,d}gn}2L2pBq.
Since gn increase monotonically to g, but the dominated convergence theorem, limnÑ8 }gn}L2pBq “
}g}L2pBq. For each n P N, let Ln : Rd Ñ R be an affine function satisfying
}gn ´ Ln}LppBq ď
1
2
inf
L affine
R´valued
}gn ´ L}LppBq.
Then for C˜q,d “ C1{2q,d p2{cq,dq1{2
lim sup
nÑ8
}gn ´ Ln}LppBq ď C˜q,d}g}L2pBq.
If lim supnÑ8 }Ln}LppBq ă 8, then
8 “ lim sup
nÑ8
}gn}LppBq ´ lim sup
nÑ8
}Ln}LppBq ď lim sup
nÑ8
}gn ´ Ln}LppBq
is a contradiction. Now suppose lim supnÑ8 }Ln}LppBq “ 8. Then since the Ln are affine,
lim supnÑ8 }Ln}LppBXt|x|ą1{2uq “ 8. Take a subsequence nk so that limkÑ8 }Lnk}LppBXt|x|ą1{2uq “
lim supnÑ8 }Ln}LppBXt|x|ą1{2uq. Then
8 “ lim sup
kÑ8
}Lnk}LppBXt|x|ą1{2uq ´ 2d{p|BX t|x| ą 1{2u|
ď lim sup
kÑ8
}Lnk}LppBXt|x|ą1{2uq ´ lim inf
kÑ8
}gnk}LppBXt|x|ą1{2uq
ď lim sup
nÑ8
}gn ´ Ln}LppBXt|x|ą1{2uq ď lim sup
nÑ8
}gn ´ Ln}LppBq,
which is a contradiction.

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